Raise’em Poker Plus
What sets Raise’em Poker Plus apart?
Raise‘em Poker Plus is a new progressive side-bet for the base game Raise’em Poker - a fast
and simple spin off of Poker.
Features & Benefits
A simple and fun progressive
Easy for players and dealers to understand
Little affect on game speed
Advanced LED bet sensor technology
Perfect for GFL Bonusing
Incremental jackpots that attract players

Game Overview
The aim of the base game, Raise’em Poker, is not to beat the house
or other players, but instead bet on the strength of ones own threecard hand in combination with the two community cards held by
the dealer.
A player wins according to the paytable provided below if their
five-card hand results in a pair of tens or better. The Royal Flush
in Raise’em Poker is the ultimate hand, paying out at an exciting
250-to-1.
The ‘plus’ in Raise’em Poker Plus, stands for an exciting side bet
that can only be played if the player has already placed an Ante
bet on the base game. To participate, players must wager on the
illuminated GFL Bonusing bet sensor in front of the bet boxes
before the deal commences.
The game will carry on as per the regular Raise’em Poker rules
and, should the player have a Straight Flush, Four Of A Kind, Full
House, Flush or Straight hand, they will be paid out according to the
jackpot’s value at that time.
The Plus bet loses if any other combination is dealt. Jackpots are
displayed directly at the table. The top three jackpots increment
everytime a bet is placed and ‘reset’ once they have been won.
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Perfect for GFL Bonusing

Raise’em Poker Pay Table
Hand

Payout

Royal Flush

250 to 1

Straight Flush

50 to 1

Four Of A Kind

25 to 1

Full House

12 to 1

Flush

10 to 1

Straight

8 to 1

Three Of A Kind

3 to 1

Two Pairs

2 to 1

Pair Of Tens Or Better

1 to 1

Raise ‘Em Poker Plus Pay Table
Payout

Straight Flush

Top Progressive

Four Of A Kind

Second Progressive

Full House

Third Progressive

Flush

50 to 1

Straight

10 to 1

GFL Bonusing presents casino operators with the option to
offer both mystery and event-based progressives and jackpots.
Event-based progressives and fixed value jackpots are awarded
as a result of a game-specific winning outcome, such as a Royal
Flush in Poker. Operators can control jackpot contributions
and output triggers, among many other pre-defined options to
enable either large prizes with low hit frequency, more frequent
small prizes, or a mixture of both.
The system has the ability to add mystery jackpots that use
a random number generator (RNG) to select participating
player(s) as the winner(s). Operators can control the average
value and frequency of their mystery jackpots. This option
can be enabled or disabled depending on regional regulatory
restrictions.
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Hand

GFL Bonusing is a powerful floor-wide event and mystery
progressive system for live tables. When used with Casino
Hold’em Plus or any other table game, GFL Bonusing allows
casinos to create floor-wide jackpots across game types to
generate truly meaningful prize pools .
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